
MSEd-477 
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING:  ELEMENTARY 

 SYLLABUS FALL 2016 
Tuesdays, 6.00-9.00pm       Annenberg Hall Room G08 
 
Instructor:  Alese Affatato, alese.affatato94@gmail.com 
 
Course Description                                                                                    
This seminar is designed to enrich your observation experience in your site.  Rooted in a 
discussion-based format, you will actively reflect with your peers on the dynamic experience that 
is the practicum.  A myriad of topics will be addressed which will help prepare you for your 
student teaching in winter quarter. 
 
Northwestern University Conceptual Framework for Teacher Education 

Vision Dispositions 

The Teacher Education Program at Northwestern University is 
guided by a conceptual framework for teacher education, 
organized around a vision of learning, learners and teaching. 
The conceptual framework focuses on 
  
A vision of learning that includes: 

1.1.       1.1   how students come to understand and think about subject 
matter; 

1.2.       1.2   an emphasis on inquiry and reflection; 
1.3.       1.3   the importance of collaboration and social interaction; and 
1.4.       1.4   experiential activities that are relevant and engaging. 

 
A vision of learners that includes: 

2.1        2.1    the belief that every person is capable of learning; 
2.2        2.2    that development is shaped by social contexts; and 
2.3        2.3    equitable experiences for all. 

 
A vision of teaching that includes: 

3.1       3.1     connecting theory and practice; 
3.2       3.2     inquiry, reflection, collaboration, and innovation; 
3.3       3.3     creating a climate of learning for all students; and 
3.4       3.4     acting professionally, responsibly, and ethically. 

Dispositions are habits of professional action 
and moral commitment to teaching. The program 
will help candidates acquire the following 
dispositions to the level of proficiency: 
 
-reflect on one’s own practice and make 
changes as appropriate 
-support students as individuals 
-collaborate with all stakeholders 
-engage all students 
-incorporate innovations in teaching, including 
the use of new technologies 
-conduct oneself professionally, responsibly and 
ethically 
 

 
 
 Illinois Professional Teaching Standards (2013) 
Standard 1 - Teaching Diverse Students – The competent teacher understands the diverse characteristics and 
abilities of each student and how individuals develop and learn within the context of their social, economic, cultural, 
linguistic, and academic experiences. The teacher uses these experiences to create instructional opportunities that 
maximize student learning. 

Standard 2 - Content Area and Pedagogical Knowledge – The competent teacher has in-depth understanding of 



content area knowledge that includes central concepts, methods of inquiry, structures of the disciplines, and 
content area literacy. The teacher creates meaningful learning experiences for each student based upon 
interactions among content area and pedagogical knowledge, and evidence-based practice. 

Standard 3 - Planning for Differentiated Instruction – The competent teacher plans and designs instruction based 
on content area knowledge, diverse student characteristics, student performance data, curriculum goals, and the 
community context. The teacher plans for ongoing student growth and achievement. 

Standard 4 - Learning Environment – The competent teacher structures a safe and healthy learning environment 
that facilitates cultural and linguistic responsiveness, emotional well-being, self-efficacy, positive social interaction, 
mutual respect, active engagement, academic risk-taking, self-motivation, and personal goal-setting. 

Standard 5 - Instructional Delivery – The competent teacher differentiates instruction by using a variety of 
strategies that support critical and creative thinking, problem-solving, and continuous growth and learning. This 
teacher understands that the classroom is a dynamic environment requiring ongoing modification of instruction to 
enhance learning for each student. 

Standard 6 - Reading, Writing, and Oral Communication – The competent teacher has foundational knowledge of 
reading, writing, and oral communication within the content area and recognizes and addresses student reading, 
writing, and oral communication needs to facilitate the acquisition of content knowledge. 

Standard 7 - Assessment – The competent teacher understands and uses appropriate formative and summative 
assessments for determining student needs, monitoring student progress, measuring student growth, and 
evaluating student outcomes. The teacher makes decisions driven by data about curricular and instructional 
effectiveness and adjusts practices to meet the needs of each student. 

Standard 8 - Collaborative Relationships – The competent teacher builds and maintains collaborative relationships 
to foster cognitive, linguistic, physical, and social and emotional development. This teacher works as a team 
member with professional colleagues, students, parents or guardians, and community members. 

Standard 9 - Professionalism, Leadership, and Advocacy – The competent teacher is an ethical and reflective 
practitioner who exhibits professionalism; provides leadership in the learning community; and advocates for 
students, parents or guardians, and the profession. 

 

Illinois Social and Emotional Learning Standards 
Goal 1 - Develop self-awareness and self-management skills to achieve school and life success.  
Goal 2 - Use social-awareness and interpersonal skills to establish and maintain positive relationships.  
Goal	3	-	Demonstrate	decision-making	skills	and	responsible	behaviors	in	personal,	school,	and	community	
contexts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Academic Integrity Accommodations for Students with 
Disabilities 



Students in this course are required to comply with the policies 
found in the booklet, "Academic Integrity at Northwestern 
University: A Basic guide".  All papers submitted for credit in this 
course must be submitted electronically unless otherwise 
instructed by the professor.  Your written work may be tested for 
plagiarized content.  For details regarding academic integrity at 
Northwestern or to download the guide, visit: 
http://www.northwestern.edu/provost/policies/academic-
integrity/index.html. 
 

Any student with a disability requesting 
accommodations must register with Services for 
Students with Disabilities 
(ssd@northwestern.edu; 847-467-5530) and 
request an SSD accommodation notification for 
his/her professor, preferably within the first two 
weeks of class.  All information will remain 
confidential. 
 

 
Required Seminar Texts: 
Classroom Management for Elementary Teachers by Evertson, 8th Ed., ISBN-13: 978-
0205616114 
Habits of Mind Edited by Costa and Kallick, ISBN: 0-87120-368-5 
  
Other Texts of Interest:  Important Authors to Know 
The Daily Five by Boushey and Moser, Classrooms that Work by Cunningham and Allington, Enhancing 
Professional Practice  by Charlotte Danielson, The Power of our Words by Denton (Responsive 
classroom), The First Six Weeks of School by Denton and Kriete (Responsive classroom), Teach Like 
Your Hair’s on Fire by Esquith, Teaching with Love and Logic by Jim Fay, Opening Minds: Using 
Language to Change Lives by Peter Johnson, Mosaic of Thought by Keene and Zimmerman, Beyond 
Discipline by Alfie Kohn, The Morning Meeting Book by Kriete (Responsive classroom), Classroom 
Assessment and Grading that Work  by Marzano, Classroom Instruction that Works by Marzano, 
Teaching Essentials by Routman, Fulfilling the Promise of the Differentiated Classroom by Tomlinson, 
How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed –Ability Classrooms by Tomlinson, (Any texts by Fountas & 
Pinnell), Your First Year of Teaching and Beyond by Ellen L. Kronowitz, Teach Like a Champion, by Doug 
Lemov 
 
Online Tools 

Canvas Edthena 

Canvas allows us to share information and it facilitates discussions 
regarding our onsite observations, our readings and videos. Please add 
checking in on Canvas to your regular routine for the week.  Also note that 
a live syllabus version will be threaded at the top of the discussion board 
to keep us all abreast of the most up to date agendas for our sessions. 
When readings are assigned, you are required to post a brief 
reflection (approx. 50 words) on the readings AND respond to one of 
your peer’s reflections.  To ensure all can respond, post your 
reflections by Sunday prior to class.  We will have 1 discussion 
board for each week of readings.  Make 1 thread for your reflection.  
Whomever would like to comment on your reflection, will imbed it in 
your thread. 

Edthena is an excellent online video platform which 
we are require to use during the MSed program and 
in preparation for your edTPA.  It allows you to 
easily share and annotate videos and will continue 
to use it through winter quarter. You will receive 
information about purchasing your Edthena 
membership; grants to cover the fee are also 
available based on financial need.  
 

Student Attendance Policy 
Student attendance at every class meeting is expected. Your presence as part of a 
collaborative learning community is key to your development and the development of 



your colleagues. If for some reason you must be absent from a class session, you must 
inform the instructor before your absence. Because of the short number of overall class 
sessions in the quarter system, missing two class sessions puts your ability to pass the 
class in jeopardy. Missing three class sessions will result in an automatic grade of 
“Incomplete” and you will have to re-take the class at another time. 
 
Grading Components 
● Participating in the collaborative process of receiving and giving qualitative 

feedback; basing your practical observations on the theoretical readings; 
attending each class with mindfulness, punctuality and concentration 

● Submit your best personal work respecting each deadline and following the 
instructions given to complete each task assigned  

● Practicum Evaluation and commentary from mentor teachers and supervisors 
  
Assignment submissions 
With	respect	to	conservation	and	the	encouragement	of	technological	use,	I	urge	all	students	to	
submit	all	written	assignments	electronically	except	when	requested	to	bring	assignment	to	
class	to	share	with	others.		You	may	submit	them	through	Google	Drive	and	‘share’	with	me	at	
alese.affatato94@gmail.com.		This	will	allow	us	a	way	to	exchange	ideas	within	assignments	
and	reduce	the	risk	of	them	being	lost	with	ease. 
 
Journal 
You will be required to reflect on your practicum process daily and submit a screenshot 
of any chosen excerpt.  Submit by the beginning of class EACH session for a 
completion grade.  This can be handwritten or electronically entered.  Use a T Chart 
format with the headings Descriptive and Analytical.  Reflect on your experiences in the 
classroom, accentuate personal milestones, note questions, concerns and challenges 
on a daily basis.  You will be periodically asked to consider specific topics. 
  
 
          
 
 
 
 
Class Session Information: 
 
Session One:  The 5 Ws (and H) of Education 
Guiding Questions:  How can you positively impact the educational environment as a teacher?  How does 
your background, upbringing and culture color your perspective of education? 
Date:                 September 20th  
Standards:        IPTS:   1A, 1F, 3F, 4L, 8A, 8B, 8D, 9A, 9C, 9I   CF: 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 3.2 



Topics:               
● Hot Entry Topic:  What caught your attention at your site? 
● Overview of class and syllabus 
● Define the role of a teacher-secretary volunteer 
● Reflect on an important teacher in your life 
● Introduction to e-tools 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignments for September 27th: 

❏ Read http://www.alfiekohn.org/article/look-classroom2/   
❏ Read Chapter 2, Organizing Your Classroom and Supplies and Chapter 5, Getting Off to a Good 

Start in Classroom Management for Elementary Teachers 
❏ Scan (in particular the charts) http://www.emporia.edu/~persingj/systematicobservation.pdf to 

better understand collecting observational data for your journals 
❏ Read first 4 pages only http://catalogue.pearsoned.co.uk/samplechapter/0137016875.pdf to 

better understand how to reflect while observing and writing in your journals 
❏ When readings are assigned, you are required to post a brief reflection (approx. 50 words) on the readings 

AND give feedback to at least 2 of your peer’s reflections.  To ensure all can respond, post your reflections 
by Sunday prior to class. 

❏ Submit Classroom Management Questionnaire 
❏ Email Journal screenshot 

❏ Reminder of the edTPA workshop on September 30 or October 1 
❏ Practicum Interview of mentor teacher with signed Agreement due Oct. 18 
❏ Orienting Yourself to your Classroom assignment due Oct. 4th 

  
Session Two:  Classroom Management isn’t (necessarily) a bad word 
Guiding Questions:  What is classroom management and how does it impact instruction in a learning 
environment?  How is that environment optimally designed for learning? 
Date:                 September 27th 
Standards:        IPTS:  1A, 1C, 1E, 1F, 4A, 4C, 4D, 4G, 4L   CF: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.2 
Topics:                     

● Hot Entry Topics 
● Share CANVAS experience 
● What is Classroom Management? 
● Discuss the Classroom Management Questionnaire 
● Research Classroom Management with a partner 
● Examine the MTSS project 
● Discuss future assignments 

 
  
Assignments for October 4th: 

❏ Select one student to collect observational data on for MTSS project 
❏ Read Staying Connected With Troubled Students:  

http://www.nancyrappaport.com/downloads/Educational%20Leadership%20-%20Staying%20Connected.pdf , Teaching 
Children with Challenging Behavior: 
http://ecs.schoolwires.com/cms/lib6/NY01000644/Centricity/Domain/20/Teaching_Children_with_Challenging_Behavior.p
df  

❏ Read Chapter 3 Establishing Classroom Rules and Procedures & Chapter 4 Getting Off to a 
Good Start in Classroom Management for Elementary Teachers 



❏ Read the Danielson Framework for Teaching http://www.ciu20.org/Page/465, and Domain 2 
http://www.cssu.org/cms/lib5/VT01000775/Centricity/Domain/36/Domain2ClassroomEnvironment.pdf 

❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 
prior to class. 

❏ Email Journal screenshot 
❏ Orienting Yourself to your Classroom assignment due Oct. 4th 
❏ Reminder of the edTPA workshop on September 30 or October 1 
❏ Practicum Interview of mentor teacher with signed Agreement due Oct. 18 

  
Session Three:  Reflect Some Compassion 
Guiding Questions:  How does the practice of reflection and self-assessment strengthen our craft?  What 
methods can you utilize to show compassion for your student’s challenges in and out of the school 
environment? 
Date:                  October 4th 
Standards:          IPTS:  1A, 1C, 1E, 1F, 1G, 1L, 4B, 4C, 5E, 5L, 5M  CF:  1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 3.1 
Topics:                     

● Debrief on placement and class thus far 
● All students how videos for the Orienting Yourself to your Classroom assignment 
● Discuss the Danielson Framework for Teaching & working session with Classroom Management 

partner 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignments for Oct. ??th:     

❏ Journal Prompt:  How are cognitive verbs used in your site?  
❏ Read Academic Vocabulary Builds Student Achievement:  

http://www.cheneysd.org/cms/lib04/WA01000473/Centricity/domain/61/ela/Academic%20Vocabulary%20Builds%20Student%20Ac
hievement%20-%20November%202012.pdf , Cognitive Verbs and the Common Core: 
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/sept13/vol71/num01/Cognitive-Verbs-and-the-Common-Core.aspx  

❏ Read Chapter 9 Communication Skills for Teaching from Classroom Management for Elementary 
Teachers 

❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers prior to 
class. 

❏ Conduct a mini-observation on a non-mentor teacher focusing on classroom management and 
write a 1 paragraph summary 

❏ Email Journal screenshot 
❏ Practicum Interview of mentor teacher with signed Agreement due Oct. 18 
❏ MTSS Project due Oct. 20 

  
Session Four:  Mentoring Impacts 
Guiding Questions:  What has your mentor taught you thus far and how have you implemented it into your 
practice (inparticular classroom management)?  What teaching strategies can you use to best imbed 
academic vocabulary in the classroom? 
Date:              October ??th 
Standards:   IPTS:  4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4G, 4O, 4P, 5F   CF: 1.3, 1.4, 2.2, 3.1 
Topics:                     

● Hot Entry Topics 
● Discuss mini-observation on classroom management 
● Classroom Management Scenarios and Role Play 
● Share mentor teacher interview 



● What is CCSS? 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignment due October 18th: 

❏ MTSS Project 
❏ Bring phones/cameras for videotaping MTSS Project presentations 
❏ Read Thoughtful Assessment with the Learner in Mind: 

https://ramhs.wikispaces.com/file/view/Thoughtful+assessment+with+the+learner+in+mind.pdf, 
Assessment Through the Students’ Eyes: http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-

leadership/may07/vol64/num08/Assessment-Through-the-Student's-Eyes.aspx, Learning to Love Assessment 
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/dec07/vol65/num04/Learning-to-Love-Assessment.aspx  

❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 
prior to class. 

❏ Email Journal screenshot 
❏ Practicum Interview of mentor teacher with signed Agreement 

  
Session Five:  Teaching self-teachers or Learning self-learners 
Guiding Questions:  How can you develop students who self-monitor and self-assess?  In what ways can 
you decode the CCSS so students can understand them and take ownership of them? 
Date:              October 18th 
Standards:          IPTS:  1A, 1C, 1G, 1H, 3D, 3I, 3J, 3M, 5C, 5F, 5H, 9J   CF: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.2 
Topics:                     

● Debrief-how do you see CCSS driving instruction at your site? 
● MTSS Project presentations (you will videotape the feedback you receive) 
● Classroom Management Outline worktime--final 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignments for October 25th: 

❏ Journal prompt: list ways you have used and/or observed assessment  
❏ Read Principles of Backward Design: 

https://www.wku.edu/library/dlps/infolit/documents/designing_lesson_plans_using_backward_design.pdf  
❏ From the above article, use Figure 9.4 as a model to complete for something that is being or will 

be taught at your site.  Please to class to share. 
❏ Scan UbD examples:  http://www.grantwiggins.org/documents/UbDQuikvue1005.pdf  
❏ Read Chapter 6 Planning and Conducting Instruction from Classroom Management for 

Elementary Teachers 
❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 

prior to class. 
❏ Write your philosophy on classroom management (keep this original) and post on CANVAS by 

Oct.23, give feedback to 3 peers’ philosophies prior to class 
❏ Email Journal screenshot 
❏ Post MTSS video to Edthena and type at least 5 responses to feedback received             

❏ Peer Mentor Observation w/ Danielson due Nov. 15th 
❏ Read Habits of Mind due Nov. 1st 

  
Session Six:  Assessing Before it Begins?   



Guiding Questions:   Why do we assess and how does it impact our students?  In what ways do we 
collect information on our students to appropriately meet their needs?                                                            
  
Date:                  October 25th 
Standards:          IPTS: 7A, 7B, 7E, 7J, 7K, 7L, 7M CF: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 3.1  
Topics:                     

● Hot Entry Topics 
● Backwards design share out  
● Explore different kinds of assessment observed in your classroom 
● Present Classroom Management Outlines 
● Understanding by Design lesson planning project 
● Topics for discussion for rest of quarter 
● Discuss future assignments 

                                  
Assignments for November 1st:           

❏ Journal Prompt:  Write about Differentiated Learning in your classroom. 
❏ Read Habits of Mind & prepare a 5 minute presentation on your assigned section 
❏ Conduct a mini-observation on a non-mentor teacher focusing on differentiation and write a 1 

paragraph summary 
❏ Write your philosophy on assessment and post on Canvas by Sunday (keep this original for future 

reference), give feedback to 3 peers’ philosophies prior to class 
❏ Post your Classroom Management Outlines on Canvas 
❏ Visit all peers’ MTSS videos on Edthena to review their responses to your feedback 
❏ Email Journal screenshot 

❏ Peer Mentor Observation w/ Danielson due Nov. 15th 
  
Session Seven:  Diving into Differentiation  
Guiding Questions:  When is differentiation important and how can you differentiate to empower your 
instruction and learning of your students (while looking through a Habits of Mind lens)?                                                      
  
Date:                 November 1st 
Standards:        IPTS:  1A, 1C, 1E, 1H, 1K, 1L, 2E, 2H, 2K, 4D, 4G, 4I, 4K, 5C, 8O   CF:  1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 2.2, 3.1  
Topics:                     

● Mini-observation share out on differentiation 
● Habits of Mind presentations 
● Revisit Role of a Teacher list-student secretary volunteer 
● Chosen topic for discussion 
● Discuss future assignments 

 
Assignments for November 8th: 

❏ Journal prompt: write about a classroom management scenario that you have observed.  Be 
prepared to share it without the solution.  Class will come up with solutions. 

❏ Read Chapter 7 Managing Cooperative Learning Groups and Chapter 8 Maintaining Appropriate 
Student Behavior from Classroom Management for Elementary Teachers 

❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 
prior to class. 



❏ Reflect on your Philosophy of Assessment, the feedback received and your learning thus far.  
What kinds of assessment do you want to implement during your student teaching.  Make a list & 
bring to class. 

❏ 2nd practicum agreement?? 
❏ Email Journal screenshot  

❏ Reflect on comments from Canvas and readings to edit your philosophy of classroom 
management.  Bring original from Oct. 23th and compare to updated version-bring both 
to class on Nov. 15th 

❏ Peer Mentor Observation w/ Danielson due Nov. 15th 
 
Session Eight:  Seeking the Support You and Your Students Need 
Guiding Questions:  How can you professionally consult regarding sensitive topics while respecting your 
students’ privacy and dignity?  When is it necessary to reach outside of your classroom for support 
regarding student concerns?                                                        
Date:                  November 8th 
Standards:       IPTS:  1A, 1E, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G, 4J, 4K, 4M, 4O, 4Q   CF: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 3.1 
Topics:                     

● Hot Entry Topics:  Concerns in site 
● Discuss philosophies and lists of assessments you wish to implement in student teaching 
● Classroom Management Scenarios and Role Play 
● Journal prompt on classroom management scenarios, part 1 
● Social/emotional learning goals activity 
● Meeting Norms Introduction 
● Chosen topic for discussion 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignments for Nov. 15th: 

❏ Journal prompt: What are your learning preferences and that of your students? 
❏ Read Leading and Managing a Differentiated Classroom: 

http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/108011/chapters/Understanding-Differentiation-in-Order-to-Lead@-Aiming-for-
Fidelity-to-a-Model.aspx  

❏ Read Chapter 10 Managing Problem Behaviors from Classroom Management for Elementary 
Teachers 

❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 
prior to class. 

❏ Peer Mentor Observation w/ Danielson 
❏ Reflect on comments from Canvas and readings to edit your philosophy of classroom 

management.  Bring original from Oct. 23rd and compare to updated version-bring both to class  
❏ Reminder:  Registration for Winter Quarter begins Nov 14th 
❏ Email Journal screenshot 

❏ Final Reflective Essay due Nov. 22nd  
  
Session Nine:  The Power of Children’s Literature 
Guiding Questions:  What children’s literature is present in your site?  What books do you remember as a 
child and why?                                                           
Date:                   November 15th 
Standards:          IPTS:  1A, 1B, 1C, 1E, 1F, 5A, 5C, 5F, 8K, 8L, 9A, 9H   CF: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,1.5, 2.2 
Topics:                     

● Hot Entry Topics:  Wish List for the Children of the World 



● Share Differentiated Learning observations 
● Present your peer mentor observations 
● Journal prompt on classroom management scenarios, part 2 
● Ellen Esrick speaks on the Power of Children’s Literature 
● Discuss future assignments 

  
Assignments for November 22nd:         

❏ Final Reflective Essay  
❏ Practicum Logs  
❏ Read Using Culturally Responsive Pedagogy to Improve Teaching and Learning from Urban 

Teaching in America (on Canvas and/or emailed to you) 
❏ Post reading reflection on CANVAS by Sunday each week.  Offer feedback to at least 2 peers 

prior to class. 
❏ Email Journal screenshot 

❏ Remind your mentors that Mentor Evaluations due Dec. 2nd 
  
Session Ten:  Self-Reflection and Monitoring are Powerful Tools       
Guiding Questions:  How does self-reflection empower your practice as an educator?  What goal setting 
practices can you model to your students to improve their self-efficacy?                                                     
Date:                   November 22nd     
Standards:       IPTS:  4A, 4B, 4C, 4E, 4G, 5B, 5E, 5F, 5H, 8B, 8D, 9A, 9H CF: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 
Topics:                     

● Debrief-how did this quarter go for you? 
● Master’s Project support 
● Danielson self-reflection:  choose 1 tenet from each domain you will focus on during student 

teaching 
● Chosen topic for discussion 
● Discussion of Expectations for Student Teaching 
● Discuss future assignments 

 
For Session One, Winter Quarter: 

❏ Read http://schoolsofthought.blogs.cnn.com/2013/06/17/from-career-to-classroom-6-things-i-
learned-as-a-student-teacher/, http://www.teachersfirst.com/tenpoints.cfm  

❏ Self-Care Plan 
❏ Archive your Philosophies of Assessment, Classroom Management and Roles of a Teacher for 

future assignments 
 
 
Reminders 
edTPA workshop on September 30 or October 1 (you may choose to attend either date) 
First Practicum Agreement due:  October 18 
Illinois Subject Matter Test: take this no later than November 1 
--Second Practicum Agreement due:  November 10? 
Registration for Winter Quarter begins: November 14 
Practicum Log due: November 22 
Mentor Evaluations due: December 2 
Last day of Practicum Observation:  December 2 
Job Hunt Workshop:  January 7, 2017 



 
 

    
 
    

           
    
   
 
  
  
  
 


